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Safari Publishing, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Written for both tourists and armchair travelers, this reference offers a
brief history, photographs, and detailed visitor information for the spookiest old beacons in the
United States, most of which are open to the public. From the frequent smell of cigar smoke to
piano music heard inside, the paranormal activity revealed to occur in these abandoned
lighthouses is simply spine chilling. Some even offer ghost tours and after-hours investigations. The
anguished screams of condemned prisoners can still be heard at Execution Rocks Lighthouse in
New York, while the spirit of a murdered keeper stilllingers at St. Simon s Lighthouse in Georgia: he
climbs the tower stairs every night, still trying to perform his duties. At the Point Lookout Lighthouse
in Maryland, thousands of Confederate soldiers died while imprisoned during the Civil War;
subsequent investigations have captured 24different voices cursing and moaning on digital
recorders. The suicide of alovelorn keeper whose wife ran away with a local ferry captain occupies
the New London Ledge Light inConnecticut, while theparanormal activity at Port Boca Grande Light
in Florida involves botha pirate and a princess.Ghost...
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Extremely helpful to any or all category of men and women. It really is rally exciting throgh reading time. I am just happy to let you know that this is
basically the greatest pdf i have got go through in my personal existence and may be he finest book for at any time.
-- Ca r r oll Gr eenfelder  IV-- Ca r r oll Gr eenfelder  IV

This is actually the very best publication i have read through till now. It is definitely simplistic but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the pdf. You can
expect to like just how the article writer compose this pdf.
-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser-- Ms. Elinor e Wintheiser
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